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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
For fixed n >_ 0, let H,~ denote the set of n th degree algebraic polynomials, considered as a 
subspace of X -- C(~)[0, 1] (r > n - 1 and fixed) equipped with the following norm: 
[[f[[ =max{[If l loo, I[f'lloo, I [ f " l l~ , . . . ,  IIf(~)l[oo} • (1) 
Let P be the set of all bounded projections from X onto I-in. We say P E P is m-convex if 
f (m)(t)  >_ 0 for all t implies (Pf ) (m)(t )  >_ 0 for all t. We denote the set of all m-convex projections 
by Pro. In the cases m = 0, 1, and 2, we say P E Pm is positivity-preserving, monotonicity- 
preserving, and convexity-preserving, respectively. These "shape-preserving" projections have a 
very simple form. The following theorem (found in [1]) characterizes these projections in terms 
of their form. 
THEOREM 1.1. [1] Let P c P with P = ~n+:  u~ ® t ~-1. Then, P E P~_I i f  and only if  
1 
un - (n -1 5(°'~-1)1), and Un+ 1 ~--- ~.1 (51n-1) -- ~ n- l ) )  . 
In [1], the following results are also obtained. 
THEOREM 1.2. [1] 7~m is empty  if m < n -  1. 
preserving quadratic projection). 
THEOREM 1.3. 
is given by 
(In particular, there cannot be a posit ivity- 
[1] A minimal projection, with norm 3/2 for n >_ 2, from P,~-I (r = n - 11 n, . . . ) 
n-3 
Pnf  := (f(0) + f(1))  + E ek(t) ' f(k)(1) - f(k)(0)) 
2 k=O 
+ dn_2(t ) f (n- l ) (1)  + (-1)'~d~_~(1 - t ) f (~- l ) (0) ,  
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where 
1 
ek(t) := (Tek-1)(t), k = 1,2, . . . ,  and co(t) := t -  ~ =: d_l(t), 
and 
t 2 1 
dk(t) := (Tdk-1)(t), k = 1,2, . . . ,  and do(t) := 2 4' 
where 
(Tx)(t) := [~ot-t  jfol] X(s)ds. 
In [1], these projections were produced ad hoc and then verified to be minimal using the 
theory of [2]. In this paper, we will provide a straightforward geometric approach to obtain 
these projections, which will then shed light on the origins not only of these projections, but of 
operators which have a minimal norm in other settings. 
In order to determine minimal projections of P~_ 1, we will need the following characterization 
theory for minimal projections from [2], tailored to our situation. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (x,y) E S(X**) x S(X*) will be called an extremal pair for P E Pn-1  if 
(P**z,y) = liP]i, where P** : X** -~ 1-In is the second adjoint extension o fF  to X** (S denotes 
unit sphere). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Consider the (n + 1)-dimensional sphere in (R n+l, I]" [[), where 
[[al[---- max {[[a-v(s)[[oo, [[(a.v(s))'iloo,...,[[(a.v(s)(n-1)[[ } ,  
sE[O,1] oo 
and v - -  (1, s , . . . , sn ) .  
NOTATION. Let $(P)  be the set of all extremal pairs for P. To each (x, y) E $(P)  associate the 
rank one operator y ® x from X to X** given by (y ® x)(z) = (z, y)x for z E X. 
~-~n3-1 ti_ 1 PROPOSITION 1.1. [2] Let (x,y) E ~(P), where P = z..,i=l ui ® E P and u = 
(Ul, u2, . . . , Un+l). Geometrically, (x, u)/[[PiI is a point of intersection of the unit II' II-sphere in 
Rn+l and its tangent plane perpendicular (in the ordinary Euclidean sense) to the direction of 
THEOREM 1.4. [1] P has minimal norm in 7an_l if and only if the closed convex hull of 
{y ® x}(~,y)eE(p) contains an operator carrying IIn_2 into HE. 
In the n = 2 (quadratic) case, it is clear from the definition of the norm given in (1), that the 
extremal pairs of a monotone preserving projection are of the form (x, ~t). From [2], we see that 
this implies x = xt = sgn(v(t), u). For fixed t and u, we see that xt can be written as a (possibly 
infinite) convex combination of functions of the form ~(.) = sgn(. - r) (sign functions breaking 
at r). These quadratic considerations are prototypical. Indeed, in the general (n - 1)-convex 
projection problem, the norm of the minimal projection is given in the "quadratic portion" of 
the norm, that is, the extremal pairs for a minimal P are of the form (x,5~ n-2)) (5~m) denotes 
evaluation of the mth derivative at t); thus, x -- xt = sgn(v(n-2)(t) •u). While this fact is 
demonstrated in [1], one will see upon the close examination of the norm used in the (n - 1)- 
convex case that the assumption of this condition is quite reasonable. Thus, using the above 
reasoning, Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.1, we are led to the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1.1. P has minimal norm in "Pn-I if and only if the vector f~(dul,,..., 
du,~_l) is the projection onto the first n - 1 coordinates of (x,u),  which is a point of inter- 
section of the H" H-sP here in R n+l and its tangent plane perpendicular (in the ordinary Euclidean 
sense) to the direction of Mv~(r), for all r and for some (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix M. 
In the interests of exposition, we will treat only the n = 2 (quadratic) case in this paper. 
We present he underlying eometry and symmetries of monotone-preserving projections in this 
ease. This analysis reveals fundamental properties of shape-preserving projections in general 
and provides a foundation to the solution of the minimal shape-preserving projection problem in 
general by further use of Corollary 1.1. 
2. GEOMETRIC  RESULTS 
Our geometric investigation begins by considering the 3-dimensional sphere in (R 3, I1" II), where 
[[al[ = max {[[a. v (s)11~, [I (a .v  (s))' II~}, 
He[0,11 
with v = (1, s, s2). From the shape of the sphere, we discover the important property of the 
extremal pairs of a monotone projection P. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P E ~O1. Then, the extremal pairs of P are of the form (F, 61) and (G, ~io). 
PROOF. We prove this theorem geometrically. Recall that there are no extremal pairs of the 
form (x,/f~). Suppose (x, St) with 0 < t < 1 is an extremal pair for P. Then, consider the vector 
in (IR 3, [1" II) in the direction of z = (v,St) = (l,t, t2). Every plane to which z is normal can be 
written 
x +ty +t2z = C, 
for some constant C. Motivated by the shape of the sphere, we claim that the point of intersection 
of the unit sphere and its tangent plane normal to (the direction of) z is (1, 0,0). Indeed, choosing 
C so that the above defined plane goes through (1, 0, 0), we find C = 1. Thus, suppose that 
there existed a = (al, a2, as) on the sphere (llall = 1) and on the above plane. Thus, a satisfies 
a l+ta2+t2a3=l .  (2) 
From the shape of the sphere, we must have al _> 0 and a3 _> 0. But since 0 < t < 1, we have 
that (2) implies 
max al + Ha2 + s2a3 > I, 
se[0,1] 
and this is a contradiction unless a = (1,0,0). Thus, using Proposition 1.1, we have (up to a 
constant depending on P), that if (x, 6t) is an extremal pair for P, then 
= (1 ,0 ,0 ) .  
Now, recall that u2 = 6~ and u3 = 1/2(6~ - 6/~). So the extremal x must be such that x'(0) = 0 
and x1(1) = 0. Clearly, x can be altered at xt(1) while being kept norm 1; call the altered version 
~?. Furthermore, with appropriate sign choice, 
(~,u).  (1,t,t 2) > <x,u}- (1,t,t2), 
which contradicts (x, St) e $(P). | 
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3. SYMMETRY RESULTS 
An operator Q • 79 is said to be symmetric if Q f* = (Q f)* where f*(t) = f(1 - t). We note 
that this ,-operator and differentiation at t commute as 
\d r /  " 
Another type of ",-symmetry" that will be useful to us is the following simple notion. A function 
f • Cr[0, 1] is said to be ,-even if f = f* and ,-odd if f = - f * .  
THEOREM 3.1. Given P • Pn-1, there exists a symmetric/5 • 79n-1 such that [[/511 _< [[PI[. 
PROOF. We prove the theorem for n = 2. Let P • 791 be given. Define 
:= 2((Pf*)* + P f ) ,  /h f 
and clearly, t5 is a symmetric projection. Also, since [If*l[ = [[f[[, we have 11/51[ -< [[P][. To see 
that /5  is monotone-preserving, ote that 
1 
Pf*(t)  = (f*, Ul) - -  f ' (1)t  + ~ (f'(1) - f ' (O))t  2, 
SO 
1( 1 ) 
Pf  = ~ ( f* ,u l )  - f '(1)(1 - t) + ~ (f'(1) - f'(O)) (1 - t) 2 
1( ) 
+ ~ (f, ui) + f'(O)t + 7 ( f (1)  - f'(O)) t 2 
1( 1 ) 
= ~ {f* + f, ul) - (f'(1) + f'(0)) + 2f'(0)t + (f'(1) - y'(o))t 2 , 
and we see/5 E ~[:)1. I I  
THEOREM 3. 9`. P = EL I  ui@vi E 791 is symmetric if and only i f (y* -y ,  ul) = 1/2 (y'(1) +/ ' (0 ) )  
t'or a J1 f • C ~. 
PROOF. P is symmetric, by definition, if P f* = (P f)*. So we consider 
and 
Pf*(t)  = (f*,ul} - f ' (1)t  + 1( / ' (1)  - f'(O))t 2 
1 
(Pf)*(t)  = (f, ul) + f'(O)(1 - t) + 2(f ' (1)  - f'(O))(1 - t )  2 
= (f, Ul) -'I- ft(O) n c 2(f ' (1 ) -- f'(O)) -- f ' (1)t  + 2( f ' (1  ) -- f '(O))tL 
Thus, P is symmetric if and only if (f*, ul) = (f, ul) + f'(O) + 1/2(f '(1) - f~(O)) or, equivalently, 
1 
(f* - f, 7tl) = ~ (/'(1) + / ' (0)) .  II 
COROLLARY 3.1. I f f  is *-odd, then (f, Ul) = -1 /4( f ' (1 )  + f'(0)). 
PROOF. With f *-odd, we have that f = - f * ,  so f* - f = -2 f .  Thus, Theorem 3.2 implies 
(f* - f, Ul) = -2( f ,  ul) = 1(f ' (1)  + f'(0)), 
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and we conclude 
1 
(f, ul) = -~( f ' (1 )  + 1'(0)). | 
Let X = C~[0, 1]. We can associate to each F • B(X**) a sequence {fn} C B(X) ,  where 
In ~ F weak-,. For such a sequence, consider the new sequence {f~}. Then, limn-.o~(fT~, .) 
defines a hounded linear functional on X*. Thus, given F = {In} • B(X**), we mean by F* 
the element in B(X**) associated with {f~}. We will say F • B(X**) is *-even/odd if {fn} is 
.-even/odd. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P • 791 and suppose P is symmetric. I f(F, 61) • E(~O), then (F*, 50) • $(P). 
PROOF. Using Theorem 3.1, we have 
= = 
= lim PI*(t)  = l i ln (P ln)* ( t )  = lim Pin(1 - t) 
n "--~ O0 n -"*  O0 
= P**F(I - t). 
Thus, 
(P**F*,6o) = (P**F,61) = I]PII. | 
Motivated by the above, let P be a symmetric minimal monotone preserving projection with 
extremal pairs (F, 61) and (F*, 50). We now wish to make some reasonable assumptions about 
these extremal pairs. Our first assumption is that (weighting both pairs equally) F + F* • H2 
(that is, Ep = 1/2(F ® 51) + 1/2(F* ® 60) and Ep1 E H2 ). This is quite reasonable because of 
Theorem 2.1. From this, we are led to the following important observation. 
THEOREM 3.4. F + F* is a constant. 
PROOF. Since (F + F*)(t) • H2 is *-even, this function is either a constant or a 2 nd degree 
polynomial (note it could not be i st degree). We show that the latter case cannot hold by 
showing (F + F*, u3) = 0. Recalling that u3 = 1/2(5~ - 6~), we have 
(F* ,  61 = (F,61> = (F ,61 
so (F, u3) = (F*,u31. Since (F*,60) is an extremai pair for P, we must have that (F*,Ull = IIPII 
and indeed, F* is an extremal for the functional ul. Now, by Corollary 3.1, we see that Ul has 
"derivative support" at the endpoints, 0 and 1, with equal weight. Thus, the extremal F* of ul 
must be such that (F*, 6~/= (F*, 6~), otherwise it would not maximize (., 6~). By the definition 
of u3, this implies (F*, u3 /= 0. Therefore, (F + F*, u3) = 0 and F + F* is a constant. | 
What constant could F + F* be? Keeping in mind that F,F* E S(X**), and that they are 
both extremals, it is very reasonable to assume (F, 6t} = (F*, 6t/ = 1 and thus, we will assume 
F + F* = 2. Furthermore, since (F, 51) • $(P), we have 
1 (PF'(1) + PF ' (O) )  = IIPII, (PF, 61) = (PF, Ul) + -~ 
and the extremal nature of this pair implies 1/2 (PF'(1) + PF'(O)) = 1. 
THEOREM 3.5. A minima/monotone-preserving projection has norm 3/2. 
PROOF. Let P be minimal in 7)1 with extremal pairs as above ((F,61) and (F*,60)). 
P(F  + F*) = PF  + PF* = 2. Hitting both sides of the last equality with 60 gives 
Then, 
IIPII = 2 - (PF, ul). (3) 
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But, from the above discussion, we also have 
1 (PF ' (1 )  + PF'(O)) IIP[I = (PF, 51) = (PF, ul) + 
= {PF, ul} + 1. 
Solv ing for {PF, ul) and subst i tu t ing  back into (3), we have 
IlPll = 2 - (IIPH - 1), 
or equivalent ly,  IIPll = 3/2. | 
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